Located in Madrid

BI Developer
(m/f/div)
Your responsibilities

Your qualifications

Taking part in the development of the BI
landscape of one of the worlds largest ecommerce companies.

Basic hands-on experience in a Business Intelligence
area (at least profound knowledge about the
differences between BI and other areas like software
development)
Very good SQL knowledge and knowledge about
different concepts and approaches of data modelling
(preferred DataVault, 3NF, dimensional, objectoriented)
Knowledge about various concepts of data integration
(ETL, ELT, script- and tool-based)
Hands-on experience in Google Cloud technologies
(DataFlow, Pub Sub, BigQuery, GCS, …)
Experienced in relational databases (e.g. Teradata,
Exasol, Oracle, SQL-Server)
Experienced in handling various data formats (streams,
message queues, key-value-structures, csv, xml, json,
Kafka Connect) as well as huge amounts of data
Good written and spoken English
Very good analytical skills as well as willingness to learn
Open for innovative topics and new technologies
Strong communication skills and team-oriented
working mode
Nice to have: Experience in script- and
programminglanguages (e.g. Java, Javascript, LUA, …);
Experienced in working with distributed noSQL
databases (Hadoop HDFS/HIVE/HBASE, …); Experienced
in working with conceptual data modelling methods
(e.g. entity-relationship-model, UML, ADAPT, …) ;Basic
experiences in working in an agile and self-organized
team.

We offer you these and other benefits

Agile
working methods

Training &
development

Flexible
working hours

Long-term
employment

Centrally located
office

IT with passion.
(OSP) Otto Group Solution Provider is an IT specialist for retail and logistics. Set up in 1991 as the
software partner for the Otto Group, more than 250 employees are now responsible for stable, flexible,
and innovative software solutions for manufacturers and retailers.
The Otto Group is a globally active group of retailers and retail-related service providers with
around 51,800 employees and sales of 13.7 billion euros. Through 123 major companies,
it has a presence in more than 30 countries in Europe, North and South America as
well as Asia. With onlinesales of 7.9 billion euros, the Otto Group is one of the
world’s largest online retailers.
If you have any questions, please contact:
Otto Group Solution Provider (OSP) S.L.| Mariel Mantecas
Calle del Conde de Peñalver, 45, 5° Dcha.| 28006 Madrid
Mariel.Mantecas@ottogroup.com
osp.de/en/career-osp/

